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S. Fernbach, T. A. Green, and K. M. Watson 

Radiation Laborator,y 
Department·of Physics, Vniversity of California 

Berkeley, California 

August 10, 1951 

ABSTRACT 

A study is made of the expected properties of the cross 

section for scattering ~~mesons by deuterons on th~ basis of the 

impulse approximation. The cross section for high energy mesons 

can then be expressed in 'a simple manner in terms of the cross 

s'ections for meson scattering by free protons and neutrons. This 
, 

provides a means of deducing the latter when the deuteron and proton 

cross sections are known. 
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THE SCATTERING OF ~-MESONS BY DEUTERONS 

s. Fernbach, T. A. Green, and K. M. Watson , 

Radiation Laboratory 
Department of Physics, University of California 

Berkeley, California 

August 10, 1951 

.I. INTRODUCTION 

The interacti~ns of T-mesons with nucleons have been 

observed to include those which lead to scatterings and those which 

lead to absorptions. Such interactions can be conveniently classified 

as of two types: (1) those of mesons with free nucleons and (2) 

those with nucleons bound in nuclei. The latter tJTe9 of processes 
. . 1,2,3,4 

have been observed in several exper~ents and indicate that 

here both scattering and absorption play an important--role. Some 
. 5 6 

implications of-these experiments have been discusse~ previously ' • 

Processes (1) involve meson interactions with free protons and free 

neutrons, of which on:ly the former are directly amenable to experimental 

study
1

' 
7

. Presum.a'bly, the free' neutron-?' cross section must be · 

deduced indirectly from scatterings of type (2). 

·In this connection there arises, however, the question as 

to how adequately the free particle scattering cross section can 

describe the scatte~ing in nuclear matter--i.e., as to the importance 

of many body interactions. To obtain information concerning this 

point as well as the free neutron-11 cross section, the scattering 

of mesons by deuterons would appear to offer the most promise. As a 
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starting point in such an ana;tysi:sj we.shall·calc~at~ "the, properties 
~ I •I • c ·-. • • ' • '·. " • ' • : • 

of the ~=deuteron scattering cross section by means of the impulse 
8 

approximation on the assumption .that the meson=nucleon scattering 

interaction is not modified by ·the presence of the other nucleon. 
8 ',' '.' ' ', ' '• ' 

Granting this assumption~ Chevrgs ·conditions for the validity ·of the 

impulse approximation should be well satisfied~ since we are 

interested in meson velocities;·much greater than the nucleon velocity 

in the d~uteron and. since the. expected scattering cross sections are 

probably less than the nqcleon=nucl~on cross sections •. 

The impulse approximaticm permits us to calculate the ratio 

of elastic to.inelastic scattering.aswell,as .the angul13,r dist!(i"Qp.tion 

and energy spectrum or' the .scq.ttered meson,s in terms of the free ~ 

nucleo~=meson cross sections (s:ubJe.c:l; ,t,o certail,h rest.rictions .to. be 

discussed in sect:l;9n. II) •·. \-, .:,·· 

The energy.,spectrum of the scattered~esons;> partic~larly . 

at small .scattering angles~ should provide a m.eans of,estin:iating. the 

.·. 7ole of .three particle effe~ts (i,~ e. j. of the brea~ down. of the, 

assumptions under which the impulse approximation is valid). At 
' . . ' .. ' . " 

larger scattering ang1es it would appear. possible to de9,uce the_, 

P"-neutron cross secti.on when these .results are combined with the 

fr~e proton-meson scattering cross. sect.ion. 

A study of meson=deuteron scattering .on the basis of. weak 

9 
coupling meson theory has be.en mad;e 'by Ferretti. qnd Galone , anci by 

.,.···,: .. 

10 
Blair · •. Bl.airus results indicate .tha:t for sp~ttering angles .which 

ar~ not too.small and for mespn energies ':'fhich are not too. low. the 

)../ 
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- ' impulse approximation gives satisfactory results, the exact details 

depending on the nature of the theory. However, in view of the 

questio,nable reliability of mesontheories~ there seems to be 

reason for pursuing a phenomenological analysis. 

!I. · THE FORMULATION OF THE SCATTERING 

PROBLEM IN TERMS OF THE IMP~SE APPROXIMATION 

We shall ignore the charge exchange scattering and restrict 

ourselves to angles sufficiently large that coulomb scattering can 

be neglected. We shall also not specify whether the scattered meson 

is positive or negative~ since in the impulse approximation any 

differences will arise through the free nucleon scattering 

characteristics, which are left arbitrary. 
ll 

We· introduce the scattering matrices , Hp and ~' referring 

respectively to scattering on free protons and neutrons~ Considering 

for'the moment Rpj we suppose the initial and final meson momenta 

to be respectively So and ~ ~ while those for the proton are ,Eo 

and ~· We then write R in terms of relative momenta as (we use 

as units .fi ., c := 1) 

1 
M+E 

(M~ - E_e0 )] S<1. + ,e - &, -,Eel 

(l) 

where M is the nucleon mass and E .is the total energy (rest mass 

plus kinetic) of the meson in the center-of-mass system. In Eq. (1) 
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it is assumed that.• the .proton .velocit_ie.s_ a:rE;J .. nc;>r::-:r:e:l:"ltiy~~-t.ic, 8,nd __ - .. 
. . . . ' . ' ,. ' 

remain so when transformed to the center=of-:-ma.s_s __ system.; _RN-. is, 

given by a similar expression in terms of a function rN of tlw ,· . -. 

relative momenta, We write an arbitrary spin dependence for rp 

and as 

rp ::;: 1. p 2 
rp -r ~ o~p 

1 N 2 
(2) . I' -= . rN + <J .;r 

:J N "" ""N 

N p 
where <r 

. ,...., and.· ;£; are' the respective spin operators of the proton 

and neutron. - The the cross section for scattering by a -free proton_ 

is 

-- 4 
(217'L . 

\' 

with a similar expression for 
dON--
d J'L , the cross section for 

scattering by a free neutron, Here v?.t is the initial meson 

velocity:J Ef and E0 _are the final and initial energies~ respectively 

of the system.9 and the integrati<;:m is taken over final energies r For 

future reference:~ we define 

s 2 
~(Ef = Eo) . Jo - q dq ' (4) ---

Ef. 

v 
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.. For the· s·c'atteri~g by ·a deuteron.J 'we a:~sign the neutron . 

respe'cti11'e initial and fini..l moment~ variablOs · ~ J.r.d 1:- ~ ··Let 

the deutero·n wave function be (we neglect t·he--a.Zure of n,;..·stat'e) 

and that for the final state, o'f th~ ne~tron and proton be 

' 

where }S is the recoil- momentum arid the )..,Us are spin' wave= 
. . 

functions. We must'distingulsh three ty-pes offinal·states · Fg 

singlet and triplet states for which the neutron and proton are 

not bound (inelastic scattering) and.~ triplet deuteron states· 

(elastic scattering). We suppose_ the relative finai momentUm. of the 

two nucleons to be ~ for the inelastic scattering. 

The tramition amplitude fo,r the scattering is 

~ ( 5) 

The differential cross section for the final triplet state 

·inelastic-scattering is 

s 3. 3 
d q d k &CE = E ) F o 

s 

(6) 
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where L means the- appropriate sum and average over spin substates. s . . . . .. ·.·. . ... ', ,., . 
EF a~d E0 , are the fi~al and initial elilerg~es of th~ system, ~he 

integra~ion being taken over the for~er •. A similar expression holds 
' . . ·. ' {' ' . '.. . . . .. . .. : '\;. ~- : •. . . ' . 

for d ~ ~- the scattering to a fi~~l singl;t' state. For the 

elastic scattering, we have 

' 

(7) 

i 

where the integration is taken over the appropriate EF • 

Referring to expressions (1) and (5), we can express hFA 

as 

r:-;&- ··rq_ +, ! (q- q ) - _ME f.\ I rp'l 'M 
~ + .E \.:V . M - (\1) ,~..) M t E 

[M~E (v~<9v-~)t~!)lrNIM+E 0o+~~]}X~v!) 
(B)-
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To evaluate this integral it is nece:;;sary to remove rp and rN 

from the integrand. This can be don~ rigorously in any one of four 
'' 

iiniiting cases: (1) YJF represents a pl~me wave; (2) the deuteron· 
. . ' . 

binding energy is negligible compared to the·recoil energies;· (3) ~he 
E . 

ratio :1\t goes to zE!:ro; (4) rp and rN d~pend only on the difference 

of their arguments,,as is true in the Born approximation for 

potential scattering. For l:arge· momentum transfers conditions (1) · 

and (2) ~~~ ,V;~lid. For. small momentum transfers and elastic scattering 

we rely largely on condition (3). The validity of condition (4) is 
,. 

doubtful in the present case. 

We thus. set f : 0 in rp . and rN in'Eq. (B) and remove 

them from the integrand. This leads to expressions of the form·. 

(s rp I t) . I~ + ( s I r N I t) (9) 

where the notation (s I rp I t) means the matriX element of rp 

for a transition from a triplet to a singlet state of the neutron-
!· 

proton system, etc., and 

-i !Cq- q )•r 
. 'V ri,O N 

(r) e 

i l(q - q ) •r 
.S s *s 

N NO IV 3 
!2 - ¢F (r) e ¢D(r) d r -

(10) 
' 
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s 
Here . ¢n_(r} , anc;i ¢F'{r;L,. ~T~. tp~ ":SPHf:d;i,,?:,S.~.,y, ~-rJ?fr~:-~_,e~t,q,~J?.~s~:? ?f:tf;!~;•,;:-·~~;i 

deuteron and final singlet wave functi.~::ms of _the:- neutron-proton 
.. _ .. . ., .. ' ' .. · .. 

system. For the .elastic and _fi.p.a.l ~ripl_E;t. stat~" ine,last~c sca~teri11g, 

we have corresponding ~express~ons .h ~ and .· h tA··.- with the 
· FA · F ·- ·- ·· · .· 

,.-"_appropriat,e_ wave functions . ¢FCr) - in the integrals (10) •.. 

As the spread in energy of; tl}E3 ·spattered meso:n will in ~()s.t 

ca·ses be small~ we sha;ll,be particula!'lyinterested in j~st its 
. . .: . . ·. . ' 

angular distr:i;bution_-. · ,In this c.ase. }v.e_ integrate the differ~ntial 

cross section (Eq. (6)) over ~he ,energy sp.e,ctr1llll o:f the f?Ca~tered _ ._. 

particles. To do this we again make use of_ the smallne_ss of ~ and 

the loose beinding ·of :the deut,e.ron.and .remove the quanti;ti.es rN 

and from the integrand~ Th,is_, Ph.<?uld . not lead ,.to signifiGaAt . 
• . • •• • ' • 1 • ! . • • <~"-

_errors~ except perhaps for small angle scatterings (for which we can 

expect only qualitative inf'Grm<).tion in;any case). 

Referring to the decomposition of rp and rN given by 

Eq. (2) ~ we definFJ 

t 1112 I r~ 1-2 ~ ~ rp + 2 
3 

.--. 1 . : )' 

s 
/ r! /2 ~ - 1 = 

3 

t f 1* r! t § x;2 ·i~ 1 M = Re r . 
= . p ... 

s *2 2 

... ' ~ . 

'-~ 

' . '· ~ 

[ } M :;: = R 1 !;p •r e "'N 
(11) 

3 . 

.( 
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t 
with similar quantities L 

N 

. s 
and L 

N. 

real part of II 
(t 0 0 0 The quantities, L, 

"Ref •• • J 11 means "the 

represent incoherent 

contributions to the cross sectjon while the quantities, .· M , 

represent the effects of interference of meson waves scattered 

from the neutron and proton. 

Integration over the energy spectra leads to the following 

differential cross sections for scattering into an angle €h · 

s ~2 71~ 4 [<t.; j- t;)~(6)T ZM
6 ~(ej] ~ = J 

d . ../'J- vft 0 

d(J""t (21)')4 ~t t t tt] ·- J (L + L ) H (9) + 2M H (e). 
cr:n: 0 P N 1 2 . 

vtr 

d 
(211) 

4 ~ t t t] d 
d() - J (Lp + LN t 2M H (e) - 0 d.Jl.. v'lt 

(12) 

where 

s sq2dq A S<Ep. - Eo) ~I~ 12 H (e) 1 
1 -

Jo 

s sq 2 3 
5<EF - EO). I *s s 

H
2

(e) = 1 dq d k .·I I 
J 2 /. 1 

0, . (13) 

(4) 
s s 

(10). J is given by Eq. and I 
' I2 are given by Eqs. The 

0 1 
t : t' 

triplet quantities, Hl and H2 ' are obtained by using the 

triplet state wave functions, ¢;: :tn Eqs. (10). ·From Eq. (7) we 

have 



:.j'' 

d 
H (e) 1 

T 
0 

UCRL=1443. 

;.• 

J 
where 

* 

d *s 
r1 is obtained from Eq. (10) by replacing ¢F (r) by< 

¢n<rJ •. 

... 
(14) 

For the total cross s~ctidn; we add the three cross sections. 

(12). Reference to Eqs. (11) shows that at least two=thirds of the 

final states are t:riplet, which. suggests a .simplificatiol').. in the ., 
' . . . 

writing of the cross section. We define 

d t 
H ::: H + H .~' .. 

1 1 

d t 
H :: H + H 

2 2 

Then the sum of the three cross sections (12) can be written as 

~
d.Jl. 

4 + 121() 
vff' 

1 

2 .co~ c..J• [d CJP· d<rNJ 2 
. . d..ll- d..ll.. .. 

H 
.. 2 

J {:(1~ + L5
)(H

5 ~:·H ) ..f- 2M\Hs ,:,_ H ) 1 
o ---p N 1 1 . 2: 2 

j 

The term 
'. ·_,;._ 

.·, 

(15) 

(16) 

proportional to .cos~ represents an interference.effect petwe~n 
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waves scattered .from the proton and neutrono cos (),) can, of course, 

be expres~ed in_terms of the quantities (ll)o As will be seen below, 

the last term represents only a small correction to the cross 

sectiono We have thus expressed the scattering cross section from 

deuterium in terms of the cross section from free protons and neutrons. 

III. NUMERICAL EVALUATION 

11e now discuss the dependence of the functions H on the 

meson energy and scattering angle. We begin with two approximate 

evaluations, the first of which is the closure approximation. 

The closure approximation implies the neglect of the energy 

of relative motion of the nucleons in the final state on the overall 

energy conservation. The meson is assumed to have the energy 

chaJracteristic of a free particle collision. The completeness 

relation of the final states then gives (cfo Eqo (13)) 

sd\ I I~. 12 ~ l 

s f ~i(q ~ _Qp) "r 
3 

d
3

k I I:s s "" N 2 
I ~ e ¢D (r) d r j 

1 
"-

etc., so we obtain 

s 
Hl ~ Hl ~ 1 

s J -i(9v ~ ..'In) ",1; 2 3 
H2 :;;: H2 

= 
e . ¢D(r) d r = (17) 
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The la'st term in Eq. (16) therefore vanishes . .ind we obtain a very- ·' 

simple expression for· d~/d~ which is expected- to be valid for 

high meson energies (a further discussion is given below). 

The second approximation to the total cross section involves 
d 

the use of plane waves for the final state, with H (6) :::: 0 

(Eq. (14)). That this is not an unreasonable approximation fo:L1ov1s 

12 from arguments of Gluckstern and Bethe • Again, the last term in 

Eq. (16) vanishes since the plane wave approximation does not 

distingui$h between singlet and-triplet states, and we are left 

The plane wave approximation fails for those final states 

in·which the neutron and proton have a small energy of relative 

motion. For such energies only the S-wave is sufficiently distorted 

to necessitate correction, the waves of higher angular momentum-

being well represented by plane waves. Thus we can calculate the 

quantities H by correcting the ~lane wave approximation .for S~waves 

only. 

F t.h d . . t C G 1 .. 13 or e e~teron wave funct~on we use he hew= o dberger 

expression: 

:::: N 
r 

[ .-<J.r _ .-flr J 
' 

where N is the appropriate factor of normalization and 

45.5 Mev, 

(18) . 

l 
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For the S=vlave phase 'sh.ifts as a first approxi.m.a;tion we can 

th 't t. f 't. 14 
use e asymp o · ~c wave unc ~on •. 

= i 

e sin 

= i 

.e siri 

.. ·. t 
(kr f 6' ) 

.kr 

.. s .· 
(kr+ G' ) 

kr 
.. (19) 

S· t 
where 8 and ~ · · are the appropriate singlet· and triplet phase 

15 
shifts • A correction for the firiite range of the singlet n.:...p 

potential can be given in terms of the effective ranges according 
' . 16 

to the arguments of Bethe and Longmire A correction in the 

triplet case is obtained by replacing 

:t. i:{ q - q ) • r 
' . "v AJ) ,-v . 

e 

by 

t 
in Eqs. (10), since th~ correct ¢k must .be orthogonal to· ¢0 • 

-
The latter expression is small.for small r , so we shall not make 

a further correction for small distances. 

The integrals (10) can now be done analytically. With the 
d 

exception of H the H 1 s must 'be evaluated numeri,cally. The 

results are given in the next section. 
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·IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION. 

The values of the quantities H1 (e) and H2(e) (Eq. (15)) 

are plotted in Fig. (1) for several meson energies. The corresponding 
s s . 

values of H1 (G) and · H2 (9) (Eq. (13)) are plotted in Fig. (2). 

We wish first of all to show that to a good approximation 

one may neglect the second term in Eq. (16). Reference to, Figs. 
s 

1 and 2 shows that H1 (e) and ~(e) differ at most by about 10, 

percent. For scattering angles less than 45 degrees, H2(e) _and 
s 

H2(9) differ at most by 15 percent; at large angles where the 

difference is larger, the functions themselves are small compared 

to H1 (e) and .their difference is less than 10 percent of H1 (G). 

In addition, reference to Eq. (11) shows that the coefficient of 
s . . 

(H1(e) - H1 (e)) in Eq. (16) cannot be greater than one-third_the 

coefficient of H1 • It follows, then, that the correction to 

dO""/dA arising from the second term of Eq. (16) cannot be greater 

than about 4 percent, except for small angle scatterings-~and so may 

be neglected. We therefore have 

dcr = 
d~. [

dcrP d(lN] 
d .fl.. + d.J\-

. . 

to a good approximation. 

[
. dc:r: 

H1 + 2 cos W ~. 
d..Jl.; 

1 

] 

2 
d G'"" N 

d../)... 
H 

2 

(16') 

-Reference to Fig. (1) shows that H
1

(e) = 1 to within 

about one percent for the energy range investigated (except for. 

130 Mev mesons, for which 
0 

H
1 

fell to about 0.97 at 180 ). Since 

·.: . .:· 
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this is just the value obtained from the closure approxiln.a.tion 

(Eq. (17) L it appears that closure gives a surprisingly accurate 

result. The closure value for H2 (Eq. (17)) was invery good 
s 

agreement with H2 and in fair agreement with the correct value 

for H
2

• Since almost the entire contribution to H
2 

comes from 
d 

the elastic scattering (ioe. ~ H (8) of Eqo (14)), it was found that 

excellent agreement could be obtained with closure for H
2 

if the 

phase space factor for elastic scattering were used. This means 

muitiplying the value for H2 given by Eq. (17) by the factor 

1 
J 

0 

( cf. Eq. ( 14) ) o 

(20) 

Thus, it appears that d<l/d.Jl.. can be given by the 

closure approximation (with H
2 

corrected by the factor (20 )) to 

. an accuracy which is probably about as good as the model obtained 

from the impulse approximationo This is fortunate'- as the closure 

values may be easily calculated from Eq~ (1?). 

In contrast to tl)is, the values of H1 and H 
2 

obtained 

from the plane wave approximation require a lengthy numerical 

calculation and are in general less accurate than th~ closure values. 

The quantities H
1 

, as obtained from the plane wave approximation, 

were independent of.the angle of scattering (tb within the estimated 

computational accuracy of about one-percent) and are given in Table I 

for those meson energies included in Figs. (1) and (2). 
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The magnitude of the elastic. scattering is described by 
d d 

H (e) {Eqs. (12) and (14)). Values of H (e) for several meson 

energies are given. in Fig. 0). 

For t.he energy spectrum of. the .scattered mesons.:~ one .. 

cannot use an approximation _which neglects the final neutron-proton 

interaction. The mesons scattered elastically haveJ of course, a 

.fixed energy. Several characteristic energy spectra for the inelastic 

scattering are given in Fig. (4) •. These spectra were obtained from . 
s t 

H1 and H1 by not perforl"IQ..ngthe integrations over dq in 

Eqs. (13). The use of H
1 

only is justified.:~ since the spectra 

arising from H2 are.nearly the same when the latter is not 

negligibly smalL The energy spectra are of importance~, since they 

should provide a test of the degree of validity of the impulse 

approximation. It would seem likely that hypothetical three~body 

int!3ractions should cause considerably larger energy losses for the 

meson than are predicted on the basis of the present model. As is 

seen from Fig. 4, the energy loss of the meson on the basis of the 

present model tends on the average to be slightly less than that for 

a collision with a free nucleon .• 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The use of Eq. (16 1 ) should provide a direct means of 

deducing the values of d(/N/d.J\.; · (that is.:~ the cross section for 

scattering mesons on free neutron's) ~rom exp~riments on the 

scattering by deuterons and protons for momentum transfers large 
;· 

enough that H2 is smalL Comparison of the scattering_ from 
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dEjUterihrh at large and sma.il angle~.shoUl.d provide inro:rma.tion about 
. 17 

t~e relative phase of waves scattered from neutrons and protons 

Th;1.s phase is described by the factor cos. (.I.J . in Eq. (16 1 ), which 

may, of course, be a functiqn of the scattering apgle. 

For these purposes the readily applied closure approximation 

is satisfactory. 

We ar~ indebted to Mr. Richard I. Mitchell, Mr. Glen Culler, 

Mr. ~rns Ma~dona1d, and other members of the computing group at the 

-Radiation ·Laboratory for performing most of the numerical, calculations 

described in this paper. 

This work was performed under the auspices of the Atomic 

Energy Conunission. · 
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. The values of 'H1 (e), as, obta~ned from the plane wave 

approXimation, are given for 'sev~ral incident meson 'energies. 

In this approximation, H1 (e) was- indeperiderit of the 'scattering.· 

angle e. ; .... 

Incident,meson\en!;lrgy-in Mev. 50 
~ 

70. -90. .. ~ 
130 

H 0.80 
1 

0.84 0.86 0.90 

-

:·. · . 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1: Values of the .functions H
1

(e) and H
2

(e) (Eq. (15)) for 

several incident ~eson energies. ·. H1 (e) was found to be 

unity at the lower. energies, but dropped to about 0.97 at 
0 

180 for 130Mev mesons. 

s 
Figure 2: V:alues of the functions H (e) 

1 

s 
and H (e) 

2 
(Eq. (13)) for 

Figure 3: 

several incident mesons energies. The 90 Mev and 130 Mev 

curves very nearly Coincide. 

d 
Plot of the function H \.e) 

I 

meson energies. 

(Eq. (14)} for several incident 

Figure 4: Meson energy spectrum (in arbitrary units) for inelastic 

scattering with final singled and triplet nucleon states. 

In Fig. 4a the spectra are given for an incident energy 

of·70 Mev and for scattering angles, 
0 0 

e ~ of 50 and 100 • 

In~Fig. 4bthe incident energy is. 130 Mev and the scattering . 
' 0 0 

angles are 45 and 90 • The tendency for the curves to 

peak at the energy corresponding to a free pa~icle collision 

should be noted. 
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